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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be any group. Let FG denote the discrete group algebra of G over 
the field F. The elements of I”G are of the form x = C x(g)g, where x(g) E F 
and where the sum runs over a finite set of elements of G, called the support 
of x. Addition is term-wise and multiplication is determined by multiplication 
in G. In this paper we study some of the properties of group algebras of 
infinite groups. Much of the material discussed is related to analogous 
properties of II/*-algebras. We shall in some instances use the theory of 
W* algebras to obtain results about group algebras in characteristic zero. 
In sections 2-4 we assume that F is of characteristic zero. We first study 
a trace-like function from FG onto its center and extend a property of simple 
rings to group algebras. Section 2 shows the relationship of these properties 
to similar ones in II’* algebras. In Section 3 we discuss maximal ideals of 
certain group algebras. We go on to discuss annihilator ideals in semiprime 
group algebras (Section 5) and contraction of ideals under passage to a sub- 
field (Section 6). Finally, in Sections 7-9 we present a new approach to poly- 
nomial identities in group algebras. 
2. THE FUNCTION b 
Let d denote the set of elements of G which have only a finite number of 
conjugates in G. Equivalently, g E d if and only if its centralizer C,(g) in G 
is of finite index in G. il is a normal subgroup of G. If g E d, let I”, denote 
* This paper is a revision of the author’s Ph.D. thesis submitted to the University 
of Chicago. The research presented in this paper was done while the author was 
a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellow. 
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the sum of all the distinct conjugates of g in G. Then the set {r, 1 g E d} 
is a basis for the center of FG. 
If x = JJ w(g)g EFG, define 
xb = c ; x(g) r, , 
ge.4 
where TZ, is the number of distinct conjugates of g in G. Note that if x has all 
its coefficients lying in a given subfield F,, of F, then ~6 enjoys the same 
property. 
Looking at the definition of 4 another way, if g E A, then 
where {gi , u2 ,..., u,> is any complete set of coset representatives of C(g) in G. 
If H is any subgroup of G contained in C(g) which is also of finite index in G, 
and if (pl , pa ,..., pm} is a complete set of coset representatives for H in C(g), 
then {aipj} represent the cosets of H in G, and 
But since H 5 C(g), gipjgp;‘o;’ depends only on the coset of uipl in G 
modulo H. Thus for any set of coset representatives {rl ,..., T~,J of H in G, 
gq = l/[G : H] Crl Tigq? It follows that given any finite number of 
elements g, ,..., g, E A, there exist elements pi ,..., 71. E G so that 
for each i. In fact, we may just take the T’S to be coset representatives for 
H = f-);=, C,(g,). 
If F is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero, then FG has a natural 
involution *. For then F is of the form P[i] where P is a real closed field and 
i2 = - 1. Thus F has a “conjugation” automorphism which sends the element 
a==p+igto%=p-iiq.Nowwedefine*onFGby 
.* = c a(g)g-1 
where a = C a(g)g. Note that au * = 0 if and only if a = 0. For the coeffi- 
cient of the identity 1 E G in aa* is C a(g) a(g), which is a sum of squares 
in P and hence nonzero. 
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If F is formally real, we may similarly define an involution * on FG by 
setting 
a” = 1 a(g)g-1. 
Again, we have that aa%’ = 0 implies a = 0. We shall say that F is imohtorial 
if it is either algebraically closed or formally real. 
THEOREM 2.1. b, has the follozoing properties. 
(i) a: = a if a E Z, the centa of FG; 
(ii) (za)” = sup ifzE Z; 
(iii) (n + b)q = uti + bb; 
(iv) (ab)b = (b~2)~. 
If F is involutorial, me also have 
(v) (/p)b Yzzz (&)“; 
(vi) (aa*)” = 0 inifdies a = 0. 
Proof. (i) and (iii) are clear. 
(ii) It suffices to show that (rhg)Q = rhgQ whenever h E LT, g E 6. 
If g # d, then kg I$ d for every conjugate R of h, so (rhg) $ = 0 = E’,ge. 
If g Ed, let q ,..., us be such that (kg)b = l/~z I:=, qkg~;r for every k 
conjugate to h and such that gh = l/n CL, rs<ga;-l. Then 
(iv) It suffices to show (gh)b = (hg)Q for any g, h E G. Since glz = 
g(hg) g-l, it is enough to show that b, is constant on conjugacy classes of 
G. But this is clear from the definition. 
(v) It suffices to remark that g E d if and only if g-r Ed, and in that 
case r,* = P,-, . 
(vi) It is clear from the definition that the coefficient of the identity 
in (a~*)~ is the same as that in aa* which is nonzero only if a = 0. 
We now can extend a useful and interesting property of simple rings to 
group algebras of characteristic zero. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a group andF afield of characteristic zero. Suppose 
that a, , a2 ,..., a, and 6, , b, ,..., 6, are elements of FG such that x7=, aixbi = 0 
for all x E FG. Then there exist elements .x1 , x2 ,..., x, not all zero in the center 
of Z of FG such that Cy=, cibi = 0. Iffurther ajFGbj f 0 for some j, then the x’s 
may be chosen so that zjbj f 0. 
We shall extract from the proof of Theorem 2.2 two lemmas which will 
be useful later. 
Let 6 : FG-2 FA denote the natural restriction map. That is, if 
a = Z 4g>g EFG, then W = LA 4d.g. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let F be any field, G any group. Suppose a, , a2 ,..., a, and 
b, are elements of FG such that C aeybi = 0 fog all x EFG. Then 
; ‘8c”:,;e; = 0. 
In order to prove Lemma 1, we need the following result of Passman. 
LEMMA 2.4. [16, Lemma 71. If the gro@ G is covered by a jinite number 
of right cosets of subgroups H1 , H, ,..., H, , then at least one of the Hi has 
finite index in G. 
Proof ofLemma 2.3. Suppose C @(at) bi # 0. Let Ai be the support 
of B(ai), Bi the support of bi , and Ci the support of ai - @ai). Let H be 
the centralizer in G of A, U A, U ... U A, . 
For h E H, C hB(ai) b.i # 0. But 
0 = 1 aihbi = c h0(aJ bi + C (ai - f3(a,)) hb, . 
Thus for some i and j, 
hA,B, n C,hB, = 0. P-5) 
Now for g E Ci , C(g) n H is of infinite index in H, so by Lemma 2.2, 
H f n (C(gi> n W hm 
S,“UC, 
for any finite set of elements hijk E H. Hence there exists an infinite set of 
elements (h,) _C H such that h&l $ C(g) f ‘or every a, ,6 and for every g in one 
of the Ci . Each h, satisfies (2.5) for some i and j. Therefore for some particular 
i and j, infinitely many of the h, satisfy 
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Now Ai , Bi , Cj , and Bj are all finite sets, so there must exist some 12, 
and h,, not equal, and x E Cj , y E Bj such that h$xh,y = /~,$xlz~y. 
Then h;;lxh, = h;‘xh, , so that lz$z;’ E C(x), contrary to the choice of 
the h,‘s. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose a and 6 are elements of FG suck that (ax)” b = 0 
jor all x EFG. Then aFGb = 0. 
Proof. Let K be the algebraic closure of F. We have (ag)qb = 0 for all 
g E G, so since b is K-linear on KG, (ax)“b = 0 for all x E KG. 
Now (b*xay) “b = (ayb*x)Qb = 0 for any x and y in KG, so 
(b*xay)Qy*a*a*b = y*a*x*(b*xay)hb = 0. 
By (ir) and (v) of Theorem 2.1, 
(b*xay)~(b*xay)~* = (b*xay)Q(y*a*x*b)Q = 0, 
so we must have (b*xay)N = 0. 
Replacing x by x*a*andy by xb, we have (b*x*a*axb) q = 0, and so by (vi) 
of Theorem 2.1, axb = 0 for any x E KG, and in particular for any x E FG. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We have 
for all x, y E FG. By Lemma 2.3, 
c Q4 yb, = Q 
for all y E FG. By the argument following the definition of h we may find 
71 , 72 ,.a*, TT,Z E G so that 0(a,)r = l/m Cj 7T18(ai) -ri for i = 1, 2,...: E. Then 
Similarly, by replacing each ai by ai.x, we have x:i (a9x); bi = 0 for every 
x E FG. Thus we may let xi = (aPx)Q for suitable x so that not every zi is zero. 
(For example, take x = g-~l for some g in the support of a,.) 
Now if ajFGbj # 0 for somej, then by Lemma 2.6 (a&’ bj f 0 for some 
No I 
Remark. We could, in fact, deduce from Theorem 2.2 the corresponding 
result for FG modulo any left annihilator in FG. In particular, if I is an 
annihilator ideal (i.e., a left annihilator which is a two-sided ideal) of FG, 
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then the center of FG/I consists precisely of the images modulo I of elements 
in the center of FG. In case G = A, we may use the same techniques to obtain 
the same conclusions for FG modulo any ideal. 
3. THE RELATIONSHIP TO W* ALGEBRAS 
Suppose H is a Hilbert space with inner product ( >. Let B(H) denote 
the algebra of all bounded operators on H. Let A* denote the adjoint of 
the operator A E B(U). It is well known that if AB* = 0, then A = 0. 
We shall write A 3 0 to denote that A is a nonnegative operator on H. 
In particular, we have that AA* 2 0 for any A E B(H). 
B(H) may be topologized in several ways. The uniform topology is that 
induced by the operator norm 
Ii -4 II = SUP Ii Ax /I. 2EH. I,z I, =l 
The stnmg topology has a subbase of all sets 
440 7 XII , 4 = (~4 E B(H) I II@ - A,) xo II < 4 
where x0 E H, A, E B(H), and l > 0. The weak topology is the topology 
with subbase consisting of all sets of the form 
where A, E B(H), so , y. E H, and E > 0. We remark that uniform con- 
vergence implies strong convergence, which in turn implies weak conver- 
gence. 
A W* algebra, or van Neumatzn algebra, is a subalgebra of B(H) which is 
invariant under the adjoint operation and closed in the weak topology. 
The W* algebra l&’ is jhite if ab = 1 implies ba = 1 in lV. 
Now suppose G is any group. Let H = P(G). Thus the elements of H are 
all square-summable functions from G to the complex numbers C. For 
g E G, define the operator U, on H by 
(U&x = f(g-lx). 
U, is a unitary operator, and the map g --f U, is an isomorphism of G onto 
a group of linearly independent operators in B(H). Let W(G) denote the 
weak closure of the set of operators (U, / g E G}. Then tV(G) is a rV* algebra 
of finite type [13, p. 541. 
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From the embedding of G in W(G), we have CG !L IV(G) in a natural 
manner. It is easily verified that U,* = I?+ , and consequently that the 
involution * defined earlier on CG coincides with the adjoint * defined on 
elements of CG as operators on P(G). We shall henceforth identify corre- 
sponding elements of CG and V%‘(G). In particular, we shall write g instead 
of U-, . 
We wish to show now that the function of Section 2 on CG is just the 
restriction to CG of a similar function on W(G). This function is defined 
on any Hfi algebra of finite type and is characterized by the following theorem 
of Dixmier. 
THEOREM 3.1 [2, Theoremes 10, 12, IX]. Suppose T/v is a IV* algebra of 
finite type with center Z. Then there exists a map 6 from W to Z with the foE- 
lowing properties: 
(i) aE =aifaEZ; 
(ii) (ab)” = abh if a E 2; 
(iii) (a + b)s = a@ + be; 
(iv) (ab)” = @a)$; 
(v) rf a 3 0, then a4 > 0, with eqaality only if a = 0; 
(vi) (a*)” = (ah)*. 
Furthermore, h can be characterized as follows: 
(1) {a”> = Zn k-, , where K, is the uniformly closed convex hull of 
the operators uau--I as u runs over all unitary operators in W. 
(2) (aq) = Z n IZa where Kra is the weakly closed convex hall of the 
operators uau-l as u runs over all unitary operators i?z W. 
In order to relate the function h on IV(G) to the function b on CG, we need 
a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose (x,} are operators in B(H), X is some positive 
number, and V is a dense subspace of H. Suppose /I s, /j < Mfor all 12 and that 
// x,v jj -j 0 as n -2- M for each v E V. Then x, + 0 strongly and hence also 
weakly. 
Proof. Given v1 , va ,..., vg E H and E > 0, choose vi’, v,‘,..., vK’ E V 
so that jj V~ - ZQ’ j[ < E for each i. Choose n so that jl x,v.;’ 11 < E for each i. 
Then ii x,ni // < Ij .?c,v~ - x,lZii’ /j + [j x,v<' i/ < (;W + 1)~. 
Now we justify the use of the same notation for the function 9 on FG and 
on a IV* algebra. 
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THEOREM 3.3. rf 4 is the map on W(G) described in Theorem 3.1, then 
(CG)b _C CG and on CG, 4 coincides with the map 4 de$ned in Section 2. 
Proof. Suppose g E A. Let g = orgo;‘, usgcT;l,...,a,gu;l be all the distinct 
conjugates of g. Considering these as operators in W(G) we have 
b C aigu;l E Z n Kg , 
so that g@ = l/n C qgo;‘, which coincides with the earlier definition of b 
on CG. 
Now supposeg $ A. Let {aiga;‘J be infinitely many distinct conjugates ofg. 
Let x, = l/n C’y=, eigc;’ E Kg . Each X, has I1 norm one, and hence uniform 
norm at most one (see, e.g., Ref [12, p. 1211). Let 6 E H = I”(G) be the 
function which is zero except at the identity, and one there. Let V be the linear 
span of {U,S / g E G}. Th en V is a dense subset of H which we may in the 
obvious manner identify with CG. In particular, every element of V has finite 
P norm. Then for v E V, 
II x,v it = I/ x,v Iis < Ii x, Ii2 il fl II1 [12, p. 1221 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, a-‘, ---f 0 weakly. Thus 0 E j?g n 2, so g” = 0, as 
desired. 
With the aid of a lemma of Dixmier, we can also prove Theorem 2.2 for 
a finite IV* algebra. 
LEnlnrA 3.4 [2, Lemma 1.11. Suppose W is a W* algebra oj jinite type. 
Given a, b E W and a positive number E, there exist unitary operators 
ul , uz ,..., u, E W and positive real numbers A, , As ,..., A, with C hi = 1, such 
that both 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose Wis a W* algebra offinite type and that a,, ap,...,all; 
b, , b, ,...> 6, are elements of W such that C atirbi = 0 for all x: E W. Then 
C (a,x) bbi = 0 for all x E W. Ijfidzer a, Wbj f: Ofov some j, then (a, W)bbj # 0. 
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Proof. Given E > 0, let u1 , us ,..., u, be unitaries in Wand let X, , /L, ,..., A, 
be positive real numbers with C hi = 1 such that 
jl El .ijuj(a+v) u~1 - (a,r)$ < E 
for i = 1, 2,..., tl and fixed x. Then 
Therefore x (u+x)Q bi = 0. 
The second assertion follows by the same argument as in Theorem 2.2, 
since that argument and the proof of Lemma 2.5 depend only on the formal 
properties of the function b and the involution *. 
Remark. The above proof will also give the first part of Theorem 3.5 
for W modulo any uniformly closed ideal. A slight modification will give 
the second part modulo any annihilator ideal. Also, by combining Theorems 
3.3 and 3.5, we obtain Theorem 2.2 for CG. By a reduction to fields finitely 
generated over the rationals, we see that Theorem 3.5 in fact implies the full 
statement of Theorem 2.2. 
4. MAXI~L IDEALS 
Using the techniques set up in Sections 2 and 3, we can carry over results 
on maximal ideals in W* algebras of finite type to certain group algebras. 
A group is called an FC group (f or “finite class”) if G = d. If G is an 
FC group and I is an ideal in FG, it follows from the definition of b, (Section 2) 
that IQ c I. Thus IQ = I n 2 where Z is the center of FG. We can use the same 
argument as in the case of W* algebras [4, p. 401 t o s h ow that this intersection 
determines I if I is a maximal ideal. 
THEOREM 4.1. If G is an FC group and F is a jieid of characteristic zero, 
then there is a one-to-one correspondence betzueen the maximal ideals M of FG 
and the maximal ideals p of the center Z of FG. This correspondence is givepz b,v 
M-+MnZ= &IQ, 
p+h& ={~EFG/(ux)~E,.L for all x E FG) 
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Proof. Suppose p is a maximal ideal of 2 and that I is a proper ideal of FG 
containing hgu . Then 
so p = IQ and hence I = MU . Thus M,, is maximal. 
Suppose M is a maximal ideal of FG and that p is a proper ideal of Z con- 
taining M r\ 2. Then 
SOM=M,,~= M,, , and hence M n 2 = p. Thus M n Z is maximal in 2. 
Now from the equality NI,S = p and from the equality M = M,,, just 
established, it follows that the correspondence is one-to-one. 
A ring is strongly semisimple if its maximal twosided ideals intersect in zero. 
Thus for commutative rings, the notions of semisimplicity and strong semi- 
simplicity coincide. A W* algebra of finite type is strongly semisimple 
[4, p. 421. Extending the usual proof of this fact, we obtain 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose G is an FCgroup. Then CG/I is strongly semisimple 
for any annihilator ideal I of CG, i.e., I is the intersection of the maximal ideals 
of CG containing it. 
Proof. We have CG C W(G) as usual. Let 2 and 2 denote their respective 
centers. Let I” = lw(G,(lcG(I)), w h ere lR(S) denotes the left annihilator of 
S in R. Then 1 is a uniformly closed ideal of W(G). 
Now 2, with the uniform norm, is a commutative C* algebra, and 
I” n z is a closed ideal of z. Thus f n 2 is the intersection of the maximal 
ideals of 2 containing it (see, e.g., Ref. [19, Theorem 4.2.4, p. 1931). Equiva- 
lently, there exists a set g of uniformly continuous algebra homomorphisms 
from z onto C whose kernels intersect in f n 2. 
Let %,, be the set of algebra homomorphisms of 2 into C obtained by 
restriction of the homomorphisms in %?. Then each member of ‘e,, is still onto, 
since 1 E 2. Thus the kernel of each y E VO is a maximal ideal of 2, and 
InZ=(f’n2)nZ= n kery. 
xEeo 
Now by Theorem 4.1 since G is FC, for x E gO , MY = (a E CG j (ax) Q E ker y 
for all x E CG) is a maximal ideal of FG. Further, suppose a E M, for all 
yg5?Y0. Then (ax)hEker y for all YE%,, and all XECG, so (ax)heInZ 
for all x E CG, so a E I by Theorem 4.1. Thus I = nYEo, M,, . 
Note that the first part of the above proof did not use that fact that G was 
FC. Extracting it, we have 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let G be any group. Then any amzihilator ideal of the center 
of CG is the intersection of the maximal ideals of the center containing it. In 
particular, the center of CG is semisimple. 
5. ANNIHILATOR IDEALS 
The ring R is called semiprime if it contains no nilpotent ideals. If R is 
semiprime and I is an annihilator ideal in R, then I annihilates on the right 
everything which it annihilates on the left. For suppose J is the right anni- 
hilator of I. Then J1 is an ideal with square zero and hence must be zero. 
Similarly, if I’ is the right annihilator of J, then rlJ = 0. Since I is a left anni- 
hilator, it is the left annihilator of j, so we must have I = I’. 
The following theorem tells when a group algebra is semiprime. 
THEOREM 5.1 [15, Theorem 31. FG is semiprime if and only if the order 
of no finite normal subgroup of G is zero in F. 
In particular, FG is always semiprime when F has characteristic zero. 
We begin our discussion of annihilator ideals with the analog of Theorem 
4.1 for annihilator ideals. This time, however, we need no restriction on 
the group. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose F is of characteristic zero. Let Z denote the center 
of the group algebra FG. 
(a) If I is an annihilator ideal of FG, then I: = I n Z and 
I = {a EFG / (ax)Q EIfor all x EFG,; 
(b) There is a one-to-one correspondence between annihilator ideals 
I of FG and annihilator ideals 1 of Z given by 
Proof. Suppose I is the left annihilator of the set X. For a E I and s E S, 
axs = 0 for all x E FG, since I is a two-sided ideal. Therefore by the proof 
of Theorem 2.2 a% = 0. Hence uh E I. 
Now suppose that aEFG is such that(ax)bElfor allx.1 is the left annihilator 
of some set S, so for all s E S, (ax) % = 0 for all x E FG. Then by Lemma 2.5, 
axs = 0, for all x. In particular, as = 0, so a E I. 
(b) First, we show that if 1 is an annihilator ideal of Z, then 1, is an 
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annihilator ideal of FG. For suppose I is the annihilator of S C 2. Then it 
follows from Lemma 2.5 that I,S = 0. Now if I is the left annihilator of S 
in FG, then I is a two-sided ideal since S is central. Thus I = I n Z = 1 
by (a), which implies that I C I, , so I = 1, . 
Now (II) Q = I is clear, and Ilb, = I by (a), so the correspondence established 
is one-to-one. It only remains to show that if 1 is an annihilator ideal of FG 
then ITb is an annihilator ideal of 2. 
So suppose I is an annihilator ideal and J is its right annihilator in FG. 
By Theorem 5.1, FG is semiprime, so by the remarks at the beginning of 
this section, J is also an annihilator ideal. Then applying (a) to both I and J, 
we get that P JQ = 0. Now if zJ~ = 0 for x E 2, then by Lemma 2.5, xJ = 0, 
so 2: EI n 2 = IQ. Thus .P is the annihilator in 2 of JQ. 
Theorem 5.2 says that in a group algebra of characteristic zero, an anni- 
hilator ideal depends on its intersection with the center. If we consider 
arbitrary characteristics, we can no longer use b to map down to the center. 
But we can apply Lemma 2.3 to conclude that an annihilator ideal is generated 
by its restriction to Fd. In fact, if FG is semiprime, we can push down further 
to show that an annihilator ideal of FG is generated by its intersection with 
the group algebra of a certain subgroup of d. 
For any group G, let df denote the set of elements of d which are of finite 
order. d+ clearly contains all finite normal subgroups of G. A lemma of 
Dietzmann [ 1 I, p. 1541 states that given any finite set of elements of df, there 
exists a finite normal subgroup of G containing them. In particular, it follows 
that df is normal in G. 8+ plays an important role in determining the structure 
of FG. One reason for this role lies in the following lemma. 
LEnfnrA 5.3 [ 15, Theorem 5.11. d/A+ is Bbelian torsion-free. 
A group G is said to be ordered if it possesses a linear ordering < such that 
whenever g < h, it follows that gk < hk and kg < Hz for any K E G. A simple 
Zorn’s argument shows that any Abelian torsion-free group may be given 
such an ordering. Thus O/O+ is always an ordered group. 
Before proceeding to the characterization of annihilator ideals, we note 
a simple consequence of Maschke’s theorem on the semisimplicity of group 
algebras of finite groups. 
LEMMA 5.4. If F is any field and G is a locally Jinite group such that 
the order of no finite subgroup is divisible by the characteristic of F, then every 
ideal of FG is idtmpotent. 
Proof. Suppose I is an ideal of FG and a E I. Let H be a finite subgroup 
of G such that a E FH. Now the characteristic of F does not divide the order 
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of H, so by Maschke’s theorem FH is semisimple Artinian. Thus I n FH is 
generated by an idempotent element central in FH, say I n FH = eFH. 
Then a E I n FH = eFH = (~TFH)~ = (I n FH)2 C I’. 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose F is any field and G is a group such that no jkite 
normal subgroup has order dierisible by the characteristic of F. Then if I is an 
annihilator ideal of FG, I = (I n FA+) FG. 
Pro@. Let ZR(S) and rR(S) denote the left and right annihilators, respecti- 
vely, of the set S in the ring R. 
We first remark that if R is any ring, S a subring of 12, and P an ideal of R, 
then 
Is(I n S) = [I,((1 n S)R)] n S. 
Now if I = Z&S) is an annihilator ideal in FG, then for a E I and s s S, 
a.xs = 0 for all X, so by Lemma 2.3, B(a)s = 0. Thus 6(a) E 1. We may write 
a = C a,g, where each ai E FA and the gi represent distinct cosets of A in G. 
Then ai = 6(ag:‘), so a = C B(aig;‘) g+ E (I n FA) FG. 
Let J = rFG(I). FG is semiprime (Theorem 5.1) so / is also an annihilator 
ideal. Applying both of the above remarks to J, we have 
&(.I n FA) = [&((I n FA) FG)] n FA 
= Z&I) n FA = In FA. 
Thus we have shown that 1 n FA is an annihilator ideal in FA and that 
I = (I n FA) FG. So it will be enough to prove the theorem for G = A. 
Suppose G = A. Then @ = G/A+ is a torsion-free, Abelian, and therefore 
an ordered group (Lemma 5.3). Let {gJaen be a set of coset representatives 
for A+ in 6. We may assume that the identity 1 E G represents the identity 
1 E 6% If a E FG, we have uniquely a = CaEn a,g, where a, E FA+. 
Suppose that a E I and that bl = 0, where a is as above and b = C bBga 
is expressed in the same fashion. We may assume, by multiplying through 
by suitable group elements and using the fact that I is an ideal, that 1 is 
the lowest index (with respect to the ordering on a) such that aor f 0, and 
also the lowest index such that bA f 0. Now 
For each CL and j3, gago!EA+gs, . If~f1and~#l,then$3>lifa,#Oand 
b, + 0. Therefore after collecting terms, b,al is the only contribution in ab 
to FAi-. Hence, bla, = 0. 
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Now let J = Z&I). As before, J = rFG(I) as well. Let 
I’= hFA+ja, 
1 
-- a for some C a,g, E I - 
C.>l I* 
Define J’ similarly. Then we have just shown that J’I’ = 0. 
Consider a = CyZO aaigai E I, where a!s < a1 < ..- < 01, . Then ag;: E I, 
so au0 E I’. Let U = Z,+(I’). For b E U, baEO = 0, so ba = xy=, baui E I. 
Hence baaI EI’. Thus we have lJ2a,r C UI’ = 0. 
By Lemma 4.2, since A+ is locally finite with no finite subgroup whose order 
is divisible by the characteristic of F, U2 = IlJ. Thus DTZ,, = 0. 
Continuing in the same manner, we have Uaei = 0 for each i = 0, l,..., n. 
Hence Ua = 0, and so J’_C U _C lFG(I) = J. It is clear that J n FA+ _C J’, 
so this gives us 
J’= U= JnFAf. 
Symmetrically, I = ZFc( J), so we haveI’ = In FA+ = IFA+ = IFA+( 
Since Ua,, = 0, i = 1, 2,..., n, we have IC rFa+(U) FG = l,,+(U)FG q = 
(I n FAi-) %G, SO I = (I n F.4f)FG. 
COROLLARY 5.6. If F, G, and I are as above, then give?1 a E I, there exists 
a central idempotent eE I such that a = ea. 
Proof. Write a = x a,g, where ai E I n FA+ and the gi represent distinct 
cosets of A+ in G. This is possible by the preceding theorem. Let H be 
a finite normal subgroup of A+ containing the support of each ai (Dietzmann’s 
Lemma). Now In FH is an ideal of the semisimple Artinian ring FH and 
hence is generated by a unique idempotent e which is central in FH. Then 
e E I and ea, = ai for each i, so ea = a. It only remains to show e is central 
in FG. But for any o E G, oeo-l is an idempotent and, since H is normal in G, 
also belongs to FH. Furthermore, 
(oeu-l) FH = a(I n.FH) d =: I n FH, 
so by uniqueness of e, ue& = e. 
As an interesting consequence Corollary 5.6 lets us see what kind of ring 
we get by localizing the center of FG at the set of all nonzero divisors. 
COROLLARY 5.7. If FG is semiprime euith center Z, then the total ring of 
fractions C of Z is a von Neumann regular ring. 
Proof. It will be enough to show that an arbitrary principal ideal in C 
is of the form eC where e is idempotent. 
First suppose x E 2. Let I = Z&X). S’ mce x is central, I is an annihilator 
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ideal of FG. Let J = r,,(l). J. is a I so an annihilator ideal and ?c E J. Therefore 
there exists a central idempotent e E J with x = ex. Then eC C XC. We wish 
to show the reverse inclusion. 
Lety=x+(l-e).Theny~Zand~=ey.Supposeuy=OforaEZ. 
Then UN = aye = 0. Thus a ~1, so ae = 0. But a(1 - e) = uy(1 - e) = O* 
Thus a = 0. We have shown y is a nonzero divisor in Z, so in C> 
e = xy--I tz XC. 
Now given any x E C, x = x~Y;~, where x1 , x2 E Z and x2 is not a zero 
divisor. Bv the above, x,C = eC for some idempotent e, so XC = eC. d 
6. CONTRACTION OF IDEALS 
In this section we give a partial description of what can happen to an ideal 
of a group algebra when we restrict to a smaller field. First, 
LEivrnm 6.1. If F is any field and G has no nonideztity elenzenfs of jnite 
class, then FG has tlze property of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. If x qxb, = 0 for all s, then C 6(a,~) bi = 0. But d = {If, so. 
@(a,“) bi is just a scalar multiple of bi ; we may always choose x so that B(u,x)’ 
is nonzero for any given i. 
THEOREM 6.2. Sppose that G is a group zvith no nonidentity elements of 
finite class, and that F C K are fields. Then a nonxero ideal of KG intersects FG 
~~ontrivially. 
Proof. Suppose that I is a nonzero ideal of KG. Given a E 1, we may 
write a = C ai& where a, , a2 ,..., a, EFG and k, , k, ,..., k,> are elements 
of K linearly independent over F. Among all nonzero elements in 1, let a be 
one which is of shortest possible length when written in this fashion. Now for 
anyg E G, aga,g - a,gag E I, and agarg - a,gag = XT=, (a,ga,g - a,gaig)k, 
is of shorter length than a. Therefore aga,g - a,gag = 0 for all g E G, Thus. 
aga, - a,ga = 0 for allg, so axal - a,ra = 0 for all x E KG. By Lemma 6.1, 
ha = pa, for some X and p in K such that p f 0. Then a, = p-iha E I n FG. 
If we pass to a larger class of groups, we can still say a little bit about 
contraction of prime ideals. First we need a useful property of group algebras- 
of ordered groups. 
LEMMA 6.3. Suppose G is an ordered group. Thez FG has no zero divisors. 
Proof. Suppose ab = 0 where a and b are nonzero elements of FG. 
Write a == XI=, qlz, and b = XL1 /$k, m rh ere the 01~ and pi are nonzero. 
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elements of F (we may do this if both a and b are nonzero) and where the hi 
and Ki are in G and are labeled in increasing order with respect to the ordering 
in G. Consider the coefficient of h,k, in ab. If h,k, = hikj for some i and j, 
it follows that h, = hi and h = k, , by the choice of labeling. Thus tiJ3i = 0, 
contrary to our assumptions. 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose K 2 F are Jields, G any group, and I a prime ideal 
of KG. If I contains no nomero central elements of KG, then G has no finite 
normal subgroups and I n FG # 0. 
Proof. First suppose G has a finite normal subgroup N whose order is 
divisible by the characteristic of K. Let x = CseNg. Then z is a central 
element and x2 = 0 E 1, so z E 1. 
Now suppose G has a finite normal subgroup N whose order 1 N 1 is not 
divisible by the characteristic of K. Then e = l/l N 1 xgpNg is a central 
idempotent in KG. Therefore eKG(l - e) = 0 C 1, so either e E I or 
1--eEI. 
So we may assume that G has no finite normal subgroups. Let a E I be 
of shortest possible length when expressed in the form C a,k, as in Theorem 
6.2. Proceeding as in Theorem 6.2, we have uxar - a+ = 0 for all x E KG, 
so by Lemma 2.3, 0(u) xa, = S(q) xa for all x E KG. Let u1 , cr2 ,..., a, be 
elements of G such that ui&a) or’, a,8(a) o;‘,..., u,e(u) u-l are all the distinct 
conjugates of B(a) under the action of G on KG. (There are only finitely many 
since 0(a) has support in 0.) Let x = alO c$u,O(a) C$ *.. o&a) u;;’ and 
y = Q(a) u;“u,e(a) C$ ... a,-,0(a) o;?lo,O(a,) u;;'. Then ZU, = ya E I. 
Each o&(a) a;’ is in the ring KA, which is commutative (since G has no 
finite normal subgroups). Conjugation by any u E G simply permutes the 
factors aid(a) OF’, so x must be central in KG. We may assume that e(a) f 0 
(otherwise work with ag for suitable g E G, rather than a), so x f 0 since 
KA has no zero divisions (Lemmas 5.3 and 6.3). Now we have xKGa, = 
KGza, = KGya C I, and x $ I, so a, E I n FG. 
7. RINGS OF QUOTIENTS 
In this section we look at what happens when certain kinds of rings of 
quotients of group algebras exist. As was the case with several results in earlier 
sections, many of these results still hold if we look only at the group algebra 
modulo an annihilator ideal, but we shall not prove them in full generality. 
Some of the work in this section will be used in the following section on 
polynomial identities. 
An element a of a ring R is regular if it is neither a left nor a right zero- 
divisor in R. 
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The ring Q is called a (classical) ring of (left) quotients for the ring R C Q if 
(i) Every regular element of R is invertible in Q; 
(ii) Every element of Q is of the form a-%, where a, 6 are in R and a 
is regular in R. 
We shall be dealing only with classical rings of quotients. 
First we shall work over an involutorial field, using the techniques of 
Section 2 to glean information about rings of quotients of group algebras. 
The following lemma is interesting in its own right, as well as useful in what 
follows. 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose F is involutmial and that a E FG is regular. Therz 
(aa*)b is also regzdav. 
Proof. If (aa*)Q b = 0, then for any x E FG, (aa*)b xb = 0, so 
(aa*)b(xb)b = 0. Then (a(xb)Q(xb)Q* a*) = (aa*)Q(xb)Q(xb)b* = 0, forcing 
a(xb)Q = 0. By Lemma 2.5, ab = 0. Thus b = 0. 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose F is irwolutorial and that FG has a classical ring 
of left quotients S. Then the center K of S is the ring of quotients of the center 
Z of FG. 
Proof. Suppose k E K. Then k = a-lb for some a, b EFG, where a is 
regular. Since k is central, kxa = xak for all x E FG, or a-lbxa = xaa-lb, 
so that axb = bxa. A4pplying Theorem 2.2, (aa*)Q b = (ba*)” a. By Lemma 
7.1, (au*)” is regular, so k = a-lb = (aa*)Q”(ba*)h, as desired. 
Combining this with Corollary 5.7, we obtain 
COROLLARY 7.3. If F is imolutorial and FG has a classical ring of left 
quotients S, then the center of S is a von Neumann regular ring. 
?Vorking over an arbitrary field, we can give a partial extension of 
Theorem 7.2. 
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose that G has no finite normal subgroups and that F 
is any field. Suppose further that FG has a classical ring of left quotients S. Thm 
the center C of S is the ring of quotients of the center Z of FG. 
Proof. Suppose a-lb E C, where a, b EFG and a is regular in FG. Then 
as before, axb - bxa = 0 for all x, so by Lemma 2.3, e(a) xb - B(b) xa = 0 
for all x. 
Let a, , u2 ,..., osz E G be such that ~@(a) 0;’ are all the distinct conjugates 
of 0(a) under the action of G on FA by means of inner automorphisms. Let 
x = o,@(a) CZ;’ ... ~,@(a) 0;’ and y = c@(a) ~1” ... a,&~) ~$ro.&?(b) ~;r. 
Then xb = ya. Since A in this case is commutative (Lemma 5.3), the factors 
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a&a) a;’ commute with each other, so that x is central in FG. Then y = ~:a-9 
is in C n FG = 2. Also, d is torsion-free Abelian (Lemma 5.3) and hence 
ordered. It is an easy consequence of Lemma 6.3 that x is not a zero divisor 
in FG, so we have in S, a-lb = X+JJ, as desired. 
We show next that the esistence of a ring of quoteints of FG with 
a suitable finiteness condition imposes a certain finiteness condition on G. 
We shall say that an arbitrary ring R is of finite dimension less than wz over its 
center Z if given any m elements rr , rs ,..., r, in R, there exist zr , Z, ,..., x, 
in 2 and not all zero, with xrrr + ~sra + ... + z,J~‘,, = 0. (We do not require 
that any siri be nonzero.) This just reduces to the usual definition of finite- 
dimensionality in case 2 is a field. 
THEOREM 7.5. Suppose that FG has a classical ring of quotients S which 
is of finite dimensiott < m over its center .Then [G : A] < m. 
Proof. Suppose A has uz distinct cosets in G. Let g, , g, ,..., g,, represent 
them. Then there exist cr , cs ,..., c, not all zero, in the center of S such that 
Cl& + %Q + ..* + c,,,g,, = 0. By clearing denominators if necessary, 
we write ci = a-lbi , where a, b, , b, ,..., b, EFG and a is regular. For any 
x E FG, a-lb,xg, + &b,g, + ... + a-lb,xg, = xclg, + xcsg, + ... + 
xcmgrn = 0, so b,xg, + b,;s + *.. + b,xg, = 0. Applying Lemma 2.3 
gives Wv) gl + W&x) g, + ... + B(b,r)g, = 0. Since the gi represent 
distinct cosets of A in G and eachB(b,x) has support in A, this forces B(b,x) = 0 
for every i and X. But bi = C 6(b,g-l)g, where the sum runs over a set of 
coset representatives of A in G. Thus 6, = 0, contrary to the assumption that 
some ci is nonzero. Hence [G : A] < m. 
8. POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES 
The algebra R over the field F is said to satisfy a polynomial identity f if f is 
:a nonzero element ofF[x, ,... , x,& the free algebra overF in the noncommuting 
variables x1 , us ,..., X, , for some d such that f(rl , rs ,..., rd) = 0 for every 
choice of rr , r, ,..., r, in R. Issacs and Passman [6] gave a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for a group algebra in characteristic zero to satisfy a poly- 
nomial identity. We show here how the results of Section 7 can be applied 
to give a partial extension of this condition to characteristic p. We list here 
several results on polynomial identities which we shall use. 
THEOREM 8.1 [7, Theorem 1 and 5, Theorem 6.3.11. If R is a primitive 
ring which satisfies a polynomial identity oj. degree d, then R is a simple ring of 
dimension at most [d/212 over its cents. 
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THEOREM 8.2 [17, Theorem I]. If R is a prim.e rirzg satisfJCng a poly- 
nomiai identity, then R lzas a kg of left and rigizt quotien.ts Q wlzich is a simple 
ri?zg Jidte-dimekolzal oaer its center arzd satisjies the iderztities of R. 
THEOREM 8.3 [18, Proposition 2.41. A semiprime ring wr’ich is jitzitely 
genesated as a ring over a cotizmutative Noetheria~z zing and satz’sjies a poly- 
noltzial identity has ascending chain corzdition o~z left and right annihilators. 
THEOREM 8.4 [20, Proposition 1.131. If R is a semiprime rirzg witlz 
ascending chain condition on annilzilator ideals which satisfies a polynomial 
identity, then R has a two-sided classical ring of quotients which is semisimple 
Artinian a?zd satisfies the same identity. 
COROLLARY 8.5. If R is a semiprime ring which is jinitely generated over 
a commutative Noetlzerian ring and satisfies a polynomial idetztity, then R has 
a two-sided classical ring of quotielzts which is semisimple Artiniarz and satisjes 
the sanze identity. 
In addition, for our first extension, we need the tollowing characterization 
of prime group algebras. 
THEOREM 8.4 [ 1, Theorem 81. FG is prime $ and only if G has Tzo finite 
normal subgroups. 
The first extension of Isaacs and Passman’s result deals with the prime case. 
THEOREM 8.7. Szlppose G has no jinite normal subgroups and that FG 
satisjies a polynomial identity of degree d. Then G has a normal Abelian subgroup 
qf index less than or equal to [d/212. 
Proof. By Theorem 8.6 FG is prime. Therefore by Theorem 8.2, FG has 
a classical ring of left and right quotients S which is simple and satisfies the 
identities of FG. By Theorem 8.1, 5’ is of dimension < [dj2j2 over its center 
(which is a field), so by Theorem 7.5, [G : A] < [d/2]“. Since A+ = 1, d is 
Abelian and hence is the desired subgroup. 
The second extension deals with the finitely generated semiprime case. 
Before giving it, we need two lemmas on finitely generated groups. 
LEMMA 8.8. If G is jiniteb gerzerated and H is a subgroup of Jinite index, 
then H is also $nitely ge?zePated. 
Aoof. Suppose G is generated by {x1 , x2 ,...) x~}. We may assume that 
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the inverse of each element of this set is also in it. Let yr , ys ,..., ym be coset 
representatives for H in G. Now for each yi and xi , 
where h, E H and for fixed j, i-+ k(i, j) is a one-to-one map of the integers 
less than or equal to 12 onto themselves. Let HO be the subgroup generated 
by the h, . Let S = lJ HOyi . Then H,,yixj = HOyk(i,j) , so Sxj = S for 
each X~ . Then since the x’s generated G, SG = S, which forces S = G and 
and hence H,, = H. 
LEMMA 8.9. If A is Jinitely generated, then its center is of finite index in A. 
PYOOf. If g, ) g, ,...) g, generated A, then the center of A is just 
Since each C(gi) is of finite index in G, the above intersection is of finite 
index in A. 
THEOREM 8.10. Suppse G is jinitely generated, FG is semiprime, and that 
FG satisjies a polynomial identity of degree d. Then [G : A] < [d/2]” and G 
has an Bbelian subgroup of finite index. 
Proof. By Corollary 8.5, FG has a classical ring of quotients S which 
satisfies the same identity and is semisimple Artinian. Thus we may write 
where each Si is a simple ring. Each Si satisfies the identity of degree d, and 
so by Theorem 8.1 is of dimension at most [d/212 over its center. The center of 
S is the direct sum of the centers of the Si , so it follows that S is of dimension 
<m over its center (in the sense of Section 7) for every m > [d/219. By 
Theorem 7.5, [G : A] < [d/212. Th’ g is ives the first assertion. By Lemma 8.8, 
it also implies that A is finitely generated. Now applying Lemma 8.9, we see 
that the center of A is of finite index in A and hence also in G. 
9. POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES IN CHARACTERISTIC ZERO 
In this section we use the theory of lV* algebras to drop the restriction of 
finitely generated from the first part of Theorem 8.10 when F is of charac- 
teristic zero. The underlying technique, however, is the same as that in 
Sections 7 and 8. 
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We start by outlining the structure theory of lP algebras of finite type 
in the form in which we shall use it. 
Let W be a IV* algebra. A projection (that is, a self-adjoint idempotent) 
e E W is$nite if ePVe is finite. A projection e E W is faithful if the only central 
projection f such that ef = e is the identity of W. e is Abelian if the algebra 
ei#e is commutative. W is of type I if it has a faithful Abelian projection. 
PV is of type II if it has a faithful finite projection but na nonzero Abelian 
projections. 
The following theorem gives the basic decomposition of finite IV* algebras 
into the above types. 
THEOREM 9.1 [8, Theorem 4.2 and 4.61. Let W be a W* algebra. Thea 
there exist unique central projections e, and e, in W such tlzat e, -+ e2 is the 
identity, e,W is type I, and e,W is type II. 
Finite algebras of type I admit a further decomposition as follows, 
THEOREM 9.2. If Wis afinite W* akebra of type I, then there exist central, 
mutually orthogonal projections fi ,fi2 ,... whose least upper bound is the identity, 
such that f,,W is isomorphic to the n x n matrices over some commutative 
W* algebra A(*). 
Proof. This is just Ref. [3, Theoreme 31 put in terms of projections rather 
than subspaces. 
We shall say that W “has a type I, part” if the projection fpz obtained by 
applying Theorem 9.2 to the algebra e,W is nonzero. 
For type II algebras, we have the following. 
LEMMA 9.3. If Wis a type II W* algebra, then for any integer n, Wcontains 
a subalgebra isomorphic to C, . 
Proof. Given n, there exist mutually orthogonal projections e, , eZ ,..., e, 
and elements ui , u, ,..., u, E W such that 
e, + e, + -.- + e, = 1, 
uiui* = e, , ui * ui = e, , eluiei = ui 
IlO, p. 71, Exercise 11. Set eij = ui*uj . Then the eii are the desired matrix 
units of degree n. 
We shall use the following sharpened version of a result of Mautner [14j 
as the basis of our discussion. 
THEOREM 9.4. If W(G) has a type I part, then [G : d] < n2, where n is 
the least integer szlch that W(G) has a type I, part. 
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Proof. W(G) has a type I, part means that TV(G) has a central idempotent 
e such that et(G) is isomorphic to A, , the n x n matrices over some commu- 
tative W* algebra A. Thus eW(G) is g enerated over its center, which is 
easily seen to be eZ,where Z is the center of W(G), by ns elements (viz., 
the matrix units). By a standard determinant argument (see, e.g., Ref. 
[9, p. 67]), this implies that eW(G) is of finite dimension < n* + 1 over its 
center, in the terminology of Section 7. 
Thus in particular, if we take n2 + 1 elements of the form eg, , eg, ,..., 
eg,2+, where gi E G, then there are elements a, , a, ,..., a,a+, in eZ such that 
x a,g, = 0 and not every a,eg, is zero. Now each aie E Z C W(4), and W(G) 
is the direct sum of the subspaces W(4)g where g runs over a complete set 
of coset representative modulo 4. Therefore theg, cannot all be from different 
cosets of 4 in G, so [G : 41 < zz. 
In applying Theorem 9.4 to polynomial identities we need two more 
standard results on polynomial identities. 
LEMMA 9.5 [5, p. 1561. If R satis$es a polynomial identity of degree d, then 
it satisfies a multilinear identity of degree less than OY equal to d. 
LEMMA 9.6 [5, p. 1571. Given any field F the ring Fn of n x n matrices 
over F does not satisfy a polynomial identity of degree less than 2n. 
Now we can proceed to polynomial identities on W(G) and FG. 
THEOREM 9.7. If W(G) satisjies a polynomial idmztity of degree d, then 
[G : 41 < [d/2]“. 
Proof. From Lemma 9.6, W(G) cannot contain a subalgebra isomorphic 
to C, for n > [d/2]. Thus it cannot contain a type I, part for 12 > [d/2]. 
By Lemma 9.3, it also cannot contain a type II part. Therefore W(G) must 
be type I and have type I, parts only for n < [d/212. Now by applying 
Theorem 9.4, we are done. 
COROLLARY 9.8. If FG satisfies a polynomial identity of degree d, where F 
is any$eld of characteristic zero, then [G : 41 < [d/2]“. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.5, FG satisfies some multilinear identity f of degree 
less than or equal to d. Let F, be the field generated over the field of rationals 
Q by the coefficients of F. Since F, is finitely generated over Q, it may be 
imbedded in C. Now f (gl , g, ,..., gd) = 0 for every g, , g, ,..., g, E G and f 
is linear, so CG satisfies f. By taking weak limits one variable at a time, we see 
that W[G] also satisfies f. Thus we may apply Theorem 9.7. 
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